
Joint Quarantine Reserve Unit
Khelson Bay Task Force

From the Desk of Major Emmett Moss

To: March 24th, 2024
All Soldiers of Task Force Command

Camp Hagen Quarantine Zone

Soldiers,

given recent events at Angelview Hospital and subsequent troubles within Khelson Bay, I am hereby in-
voking the full breath of powers granted to me by the Joint Quarantine Reserve Unit, as established by 
President Joe Biden and Surgeon General Vivek Murthy, as approved by the United States Department 
of Health and Human Services under the Emergency Powers the President invoked a few days ago.

Starting now Camp Hagen will be expanded significantly to house the citizens of Khelson Bay and sur-
roundings in a fashion that allows us to concentrate our forces and offer better protection.

All construction companies will be required to participate in the efforts and a smaller task force has 
been set up to gather citizens on unemployment benefits as well as social security to be pressed into 
service as workers for the project. Any volunteers you know among the citizenry are welcome to join 
and every worker will receive fair and equitable recompense for their labor.

Starting on the 28th all civilians will be moved to Camp Hagen insofar as possible. During the upcoming 
population shift, it is vital to remind people that while they are in Camp Hagen, we can protect them 
more easily and will provide them will all supplies necessary (meaning food, water and hygiene).

If you encounter any resistance during this shift, you are urged to be discreet and direct but try and 
avoid any fights. Should elements of the population refuse, leave them until a later date and work on 
shifting the remainder of the civilians instead. Should any citiezens who refuse attempt to further in-
terfere with your task, you are free to detain them as necessary.

Should any citizens open fire on you, you are ordered to fight back only as needed to safeguard your 
life and that of those around you. Retreat and resolve the issue diplomatically, if at all possible. Report 
any incidents to Camp Hagen immediately.

Emmett Moss
Major
Joint Quarantine Reserve Unit
Khelson Bay Task Force


